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**Recognition:**

FeedSpot ranked the University of Utah College of Nursing Blog as #6 for the 40 Best Nursing Blogs for Students. Jacqueline Scheider and Vianney Alcala manage the blog and promote the posts.
Grant Award:

Hitachi, Ltd awarded $72,000 in additional funds to Dr. Catherine Staes and her team, including Dr. Caroline Scheese, to continue research about predicting end-of-life among patients with advanced cancer to support shared decision-making.

Presentations:

Several CON Faculty members participated in the Martha Bradley Evans Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE) Annual Teaching Symposium. CTE focuses on supporting and emphasizing cutting-edge pedagogical practices and strategies for teaching in higher education. Jane Price presented Easy Tips to Make Your Canvas Course Accessible and Dr. Rebecca Wilson presented Lesson Planning for Learning.

Several faculty, staff, and previous postdoctoral fellows presented at the Association of Diabetes Care and Education Specialists Conference in Baltimore.

2. Litchman ML, Campbell MS, Porter M, Tracy E, Allen NA, Berg CA. Diabetes Education Needs When Multiple Family Members Have Type 1 Diabetes.

Publications:


**In the Media:**

**Dr. Jennifer Clifton** authored a blog titled *Moving from “What’s Wrong with Them?” to “What Happened to Them?”* regarding National Commission on Correctional Health Care's position statement *Trauma-Responsive Care for Youths in Correctional Facilities*. 